
The 2015 Session opened with actions and proposals to 
   help balance the state budget on the backs of Vermont   
   farmers. Actions and Proposals include:

STOP The ASSAULT  
on Vermont Agriculture  

• A moratorium on enrollment in the Current Use Program, a proposal that has the 
potential to lock out one of our most important resources – young and beginning 
farmers.

• Adding farm buildings back to the tax rolls – not taxing farm buildings for full 
time farmers was a business-friendly initiative along with eliminating the taxes on 
business equipment. Now they want to put the tax back on JUST the farmers.

• Tossing farmers out of Current Use for water quality violations – now that’s a  
horrible idea! Let’s fine violators, not erode our land base.

• Raising the taxes on fertilizer – you all know who uses that stuff.

• Large fines on machinery dealers and auctioneers for not collecting sales taxes 
on certain farm machinery that the tax department has now decided that they 
should tax – wow, when a farmer fills out the sales tax exemption form, she or  
he is certifying that the equipment is used for agriculture.  Now the unpaid tax 
collectors – the machinery dealers – are getting fined for not doing the job they 
do for free for the state properly.

Join Vermont Farm Bureau in our efforts to combat this Assault on Vermont Agriculture. The Vermont farm  
community needs to push back.  Volunteer for your county Legislative Committee.  Adopt a legislator and be 
their conduit for accurate and dependable information about agriculture and the impacts of various legislative 
proposals.  Help with events that get farmers and their elected representatives together. Subscribe to and read 
our weekly legislative newsletter – Under the Golden Dome.  Let us know your areas of agricultural expertise and 
let us get you in front of the appropriate legislative committee at the appropriate time.

TOGETHER, we can Stop the Assault on Agriculture!        
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